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DEVELOPMENTS TN THE PETROLEUM sUB€EETOR
AND THETR IMPAET5 ON THE NTtrERIAN EEONOMY
1,

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the probtem
The development of the
petroleum industry has had both
negative and positrve impacts
on the Nigerian economy. Two
schools of though can be examined. First, that positive impacts
outweigh the negative, and secondly, the inverse. Each position has policy implications for
the future of the industry and the
Nigerian economy. ln part 2, the
negative impacts are examined
while in part 3, the positive ones
are analysed.

1.2 Concepts and definitions
lmpact:Any project in any
area is expected to have an impact on the area. The impact
can be assessed before, during
or after some activities of the
project. For example, the liquefied natural gas project in Rivers and Bayelsa States is expected to have positive and
negative impacts on the communities. Employment of people
in the community, development
of infrastructure. increase in income going to the players in the
project - sharehoiders, companies, governments, NNPC, etc
- are positive impacts Insensitivity to demands of the cornrnunities, marginaiisation in de,,,elopment, non-employment of

communities in all phases of the
project, vandalisation of companies pipelines, seizures of companies workers, gas flaring and
any form of environmental pollution - these are negative impacts. Any action that is positive will strengthen the relationship between oil companies and
host communities just as any
action that is negative will strain
the relationship. The Jesse fire
incident in which many people
in the community lost their lives
is a typical case of vandalisa-

tion of companies' products
pipeline and negative impact on
the community. Over the years
oil companies and communities
have reported several cases of
oil pollutions that damage crops,
fishing farms, lives and property, when not controlled in time,
or not controlled at all.
The primary aim of any petroleum activity, downstream or upstream, is a fair return on investment by the interests in the
activity - governments (federal,
state and local), oil companies,
contractors, independent operators, communities, major
marketers, indigenous companies, financiers. workers and
shareholders. The returns are
in the form of taxes to governn'rent profits to companies, dividencs to sharehciders, develop.nent of infrastructure for comnnunity, ernpioyrnent for people,
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revenue and royalty to state and
local governments and to the
economy in general. Companies have been known to provide
roads, pipeborne water, clinics,
primary education building and
equipment, other amenities to
host communities.

1.3

Petroleum
Petroleum is made up of
crude oil, naturalgas, petroleum
and petrochemical products,
and condensates. Bitumen has
some characteristics of heavy
crude oil but it is not considered
petroleum. HoweVer, it is hydrocarbon, which consists of petroleum, coal, bitumen and lignite.
Petroleum activities have Iocal,
national, regional, continental
and globaldimensions, and their
irnpacts have corresponding dimensions. Of all petroleum activities, the crude oil sector has
the highest impact on the world
econornv, fcilowed by gas, coal
and petroieum products. Con-
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densate is gas in natural state
underground but light crude oil
under normal pressure and temperature after extraction. Bitumen is also known as tar-sand.
It has been discovered in Edo,
Ogun, Ondo and Lagos States.
It is the source of tar and asphalt

used in road construction.
Residue from heavy crude oil in
the refineries is also used to
produce bitumen.

1.4 Nigeria's

Economy
The simple measure of
any economy is the gross domestic product (GDP) which is
defined as the value of all goods

and services produced in a
given year. One of such sectors is the petroleum sector.
The economy is made up of not
only the sectors but also the institutions and operators of both
sectors and institutions, the resources (natural and human).
The federal, state and local governments, through their annual
budgets, operate the economy

and various sectors of the
economy. lt is conceivable that
the operation of the sector such
as petroleum, has some impacts on the economy, the performance of the economy also
has impacts on the operation of
the sector. Each sector is
funded in the national budget
and the contribution of all the
sectors in any year make up the
annual budget.

1.5
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Parts of the Study

Given the above introduction the rest of the study is presented in three parts. Part ll ex-

amines the adverse impacts of

the development of the petroleum industry on the Nigerian
economy. lssues discussed include the over-dependence syndrome, neglect of other sectors,
the development of the Niger
Delta, the marginalisation of indigenous companies and downstream problems. Part lll analyses the positive impacts including: contribution to gross domestic product, revenue generation and distribution, employment generation, foreign invest-

ment, transfer of technology,
balance of payment, etc. Part
lV is summary and conclusion
with recommendations, references and appendices.

1.6

Review of related
Literatu re

One advantage of any study of
the petroleum industry and its
impact on the economy is the
ample literature on the subject
and related issues. The Organisation of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) publishes

and distributes its monthly
OPEC Bulletin which has leading articles on OPEC perception
of issues in the development of
the petroleum industry and the
impact on the economy of member countries. lssues like revenue generation and utilisation,
taxation of energy products, the
environment and development,
have featured in some publications particular reference is the
impact of fluctuating crude oil
prices in the world market on the
fortunes of member countries
that depend on over 60 per cent

of their export revenues

on
crude oill.
Another publication which
has been of interest to this study
is the book by A. A. lkein on the
impact of oil on a developing
country: The case of Nigeria.
The author pointed out that the
petroleum industry has had both
positive and negative impacts
on the Nigerian economy and
there has been more negative
than positive impacts due to poor
implementation of2 otherwise
well - thought out policies. His
position was not shared by Professor Aluko who argued that
Niger Delta areas have gained
more from petroleum development than non-Niger Delta areas
of the country3.

PART tI

ADVERSE IMPACTS

There is one school of
thought, which holds that the development of petroleum in Nigeria was more of a curse than
a credit to the economya. The

reasons advanced by this
school are based on (1 ) overdependence on crude oil and
consequent neglect of other key
sectors like agriculture and solid
minerals, (2) lack of diversification even in the petroleum sector itself, (3) underdevelopment
of petroleum producing areas;
particularly the Niger Delta5,
(4) marginalisation of indigenous entrepreneurs and the
private sector. What evidence
is given to support these negative impacts bears elaboration.
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Over-dependence on
Crude Oil

cent in value of exports; less
than27 per cent in total revenue

Over-dependence on

and foreign exchange earnings.
Thus before 1970 the non-oil
sector contributed more to the
economy that the oil sector. The
reverse is true in the 1980s and
1990s. Hence Nigeria's overdependence on the petroleum
sector for revenue for meeting
expenditure needs is borne out
by available statistics.

crude oil has a number of implications, neglect of non-oil sector, a monoculture economy

which is vulnerable to the
vergeries of international oil
market, among others. Government dependence on crude oil
is reflected on crude oil contribution to gross domestic prod-

uct, total government revenue,
total level of external reserves
and foreign exchange earnings.
Table 1 illustrates the contribution of crude oil sector to the
above mentioned variables in
percentage terms for the period
1970 to 1999. lt indicated that
the economy since 1975, following the quadrupling of crude oil

prices in the world market in
1973174, depended on the crude

oil sector for more than 80 per
cent of foreign exchange earnings and value of exports, and
over 60 per cent for total revenue. ln real terms the petroleum sector has accounted for
13to 22 per cent of the country
gross domestic product. ln
1980 when crude oil price of Nigeria's Bonny Light was close
to $41.00 a barrel, the sector
accounted for 22 per cent of the
gross domestic product. The
only sector, which accounted
more than the petroleum sector
in Nigeria's gross domestic
product in the 1980s and 1990s
is the agricultural sector. Before
1970 the contribution of the petroleum sector to the gross domestic product was less than
four per cent; less than 20 per

2. Neglect of other Sectors
So much has been written on
the poor performance of the
non-oil sectors of the economy
particularly in their contribution
to value of exports6. lncluded in
non-oil sector is the informal
sector made up of roadside economic activities including market activities, which are not captured in the calculation of the
gross domestic productT. Be-

cause gains from petroleum
development came from exertions of government and joint
venture oil companies, there
was the temptation to go for the
fast tract rather than for slow
process of revenue generation
in the agricriltural sector. lnvestors were given adequate incen-

tives in the petroleum sector
compared with other sectors
like manufacturing and solid
minerals. Moreover the gestation period between investment
and returns on investment was
quicker in the petroleum sector
than other sectors. Financiers
of projects found the petroleum
sector more promising for realising returns on their invest-

5t

ments than non-petroleum sector. The markets for petroleum
and petroleum products were
more attractive and worldwide
than the markets for non-petroleum products. ln Nigeria, the

beneficiaries from the vast
wealth coming from petroleum
development did not care much
about the use of the proceeds
to develop other sectors. Much
of the wealth ended up in individuals private bank accounts
overseas or conspicuous con-

sumption

in the domestic

economy. Available statistics
shows that Nigeria has proven
oil reserves of up to 25 billion
barrels, about 2.2 per cent of
total world crude oil reservess.
It also has as much gas reserves and deposits of bitumen.
ln addition it has ample reserves
of coal, hydropower and renewable energy resourcess. Over
the years the concentration of
the government has been the
exploitation of crude oil to the
neglect of other non-oil energy
resources, with the exception of
coal the exploitation of which
suffered neglect due to Nigerian
civilwar. The government since
1990 started paying more attention to the development of natural gas projects. Before then
over 95 per cent of natural gas
produced was wasted through
flaring for want of effective management and utilisation.
Another sector that suffered serious neglgct is the solid
minerals. Studies carried out by
the Geological Survey Department of the Ministry of Solid Mineral, the Raw [\/aterials and De-
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velopment Council, the Nigerian
Mining Council and the National
Steel Council, showthat Nigeria
has several mineral resources
of commercial quantity and kaolin, coal, culmbite cassiterite,
marble, tin, lignite, asbestos,
diamond, silica, sand, manganese, etc., which could be exploited for export and for domestic uses as a way to diversify away from the petroleum
sector. However, policy focus
in the past was towards crude
oil until Ministry of Solid Mineral
was created in 1995. Even so
due to funding constraints, not
much progress has been made
by the ministry to exploit the
large deposit of bitumen found
in four states of the federation
or coal found in more than five
states excluding Enugu where
the exploitation was concentrated in the past.

3.
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The Niger Delta
The Niger Delta, largely

made up of Rivers, Edo, Delta,
Bayelsa and Akwa lbom States,
has had the reputation of being
the heart of petroleum development in Nigeria. ln fact the impact of petroleum on the Nigerian economy cannot be separated from the impact of the sector on the Niger Delta and the
impact of the Niger Delta on the
economye. The government, oil
companies and communities
have had conflicts and confrontations arising from petroleum
exploitation in the Niger Delta.
Available literature on this subject cannot be captured in one
study. However the adverse

impacts which the development
of petroleum has had on the
Niger Delta can be summarised
as follows:
(i) Oil pollution which endangers
the plant and animal lives especially in swampy areas and
wetlands.
(ii) Gas flaring which makes life
uncomfortable at night and
causes excessive heat in areas
near the flare.
(iii) lnadequate compensation
for the destruction of economic
crops especially when corrupt
officials prevent the compensation from reaching the target
communities and individuals.
(iv) Unfair share from revenue
allocation, particularly the revenue that came largely from petroleum development.
(v) Marginalisation in the development process - poor infrastructure in the form of roads,
electricity, pipe-borne water particularly in non-urban areas.
(vi) Limited employment of Niger
Delta citizens in the activities of
petroleum companies and gov-

ernment petroleum related
projects like refineries and petrochemical complexes.
(vii) Low level of stakeholding in
all aspects of petroleum development from exploration to marketing. Loses in lives and property from violence from unrest
in the Niger Delta.
The above negative impacts are
normally listed by the people in
the Niger Delta. The government and oil companies do not
always agree with the allegations. Government over the
years has set up panels and

commissions to look into the
complaints of the Niger Delta
and even set up the organisations like Oil and Mineral Producing Areas Development Commission (OMPADEC), the Clean
Nigeria Associates (CAN), the
Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC), among others, to tackle some problems

identified by the people. lt is the
poor implementation of the recommendations to improve the
lots of the Niger Delta people
rather than the policy that has
caused the adverse impact of
petroleum development on the
economy of the Niger Delta in
particular and that of Nigeria in
general.

4.

lndigenous Petroteum
Companies

The petroleum industry
worldwide is capital, knowledge
and technology intensive, beside
being highly competitive. lt is
not an industry for everybody or
anybody. The multinationals that

meet some of the needs for
capital, technology and expertise, dominate the industry in
both upstream and downstream
- Shell, Mobil, Chevron, Elf, Agip
and National oil companies like
the Nigerian National Petroleum
Corporation, and Petroleum
companies of other OPEC
member countries. Although
there are many independent petroleum companies worldwide,
especially in OECD countries
that are highly competitive, indigenous petroleum companies
in Nigeria do not have the advantage of available capital and
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technology to compete. Be-

neurs. ln a high risk business

sides, government policy measures with respect to operation in
the petroleum industry did not
give preference to indigenous
investors until 1992 when the
policy was modlfied to allow entry of many indigenous investors. To date there are about 48
indigenous entrepreneurs in the
upstream sector and 5000 or
more independent operators in
the downstream of the petroleum industry. ln the upstream
they accounted for about 6 per
cent of total crude oil production

like petroleum, only few indigenous entrepreneurs have
packaged projects worth considering by selective foreign
companies most of whom ask

and in the downstream they control about 40 per cent of petrol
stationlo.
For a long time indigenous
entrepreneurs have been agitating for increased share in the

upstream sector

of

the

economy; in the lifting of crude
oil for exports; in the operation
of refineries and in the contract
awards for the development of
the petroleum industry. The agitation is receiving slow attention
and until the completion of the
privatisation of some petroleum
activities by government, not
much attention will be paid to
the agitations. The government
position is that the petroleum
industry is open to all who can
effectively complete whether foreigners or indigenous investors.
It has gone a step further to encourage indigenous entrepreneurs to get into partnership
with foreign oil companies who
could provide the capital, technology and expertise needed to
develop the blocks or fields allocated to indigenous entrepre-

for guarantees from the Nigerian

Government which is often in
position to offer any guarantees.

5.

Downstream Problems
The production of petroleum products and their distribution are at the root of energy
crises in Nigeria beside the erratic electricity generation and
transmission. Nigeria has four
refineries of combined capacity
utilisation of 445,000 barrels a
day but they operate below
57per cent capacity due to corrupt management, poor maintenance, vandalisation activities,
strikes by workers and disruption by irate youths of some
communities. Moreover downstream is public sector dominated and riddled with inefficiency, poor funding and low
commitment
PART III

POSITIVE IMPACTS
The best way to assess
positive
impact of petroleum
the
development on the Nigerian
economy is to imagine Nigeria
without crude oil. This would
imply that such contributions as
contribution to gross domestic
product, revenue employment,
foreign investment, transfer of
technology, returns on investment, balance of payments, etc.
would have to come elsewhere.
f,J

(i) Contribution to qross domestic product: Every year
since 1970, the total revenue of
government has been predicated on the proportion coming
from the petroleum sector. As
shown in Table 1, this proportion
has ranged from 26.3 to 79.8 per
cent from 1970 to 1999. The
extent of realising this contribution of the petroleum sector has
been dictated by the price of oil
in the world market, the exchange rate, the rate of inflation
and capacity of Nigeria to meet
its share in crude oil market.
Since 1985 the petroleum sector has accounted for an average of 14 per cent of the gross
domestic product in real terms.
Thus it is easy to predict the
level of Nigeria's GDP from the

revenue from the petroleum
sector.

(ii) Revenue Generation

and

Utilisation: Table 2 shows the
sources of revenue to the Federal Government and the contribution of the petroleum sector
to the total. Petroleum revenue
comes from petroleum profit
taxes, royalty, direct crude sales
by NNPC, penalty for gas flaring and rents. Non-oil revenue
comes from government revenue from its assets, value
added tax, customs and excise
tax, company income tax, and
others including petroleum special trust fund, and accretion to
reserves.
The impact of government
revenue is the support of government expenditures, composed of recurrent expenses

July/September, 2000
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(foreign and domestic interest
payments, and other non-debt
payments) and capital expenses

(foreign, domestic and nondebt). Any surplus of revenue
over expenditure is used to finance foreign and domestic
debts. Domestic debts include
those owed to banking and nonbank financial institutions and
other funds such as net deductions for loans made to state, local governments and
parastatals. Over 50 per cent
of debts owed the banking system in 1997, 1998 and 1999,
were those owed to the Central
Bank of Nigeriall. Total domestic debt was 11.5 and 18.9 per
cent of nominal gross domestic
product in 1997 and 1998, respectivelyl2. Currently Nigeria's
external debt is put at $28.8 billion, made up of 72.4 per cenl
to Paris club, 7.1 per cent to
London club, 5.6 per cent promissory notes and 0.2 per cent to
non-Paris club bilateral creditors13. Debt services, compromising of principal repayment
and other charges is rather high
and gets higher as the country
delays in making payments on
schedule or engages in re-

scheduling and refinancing.
Thus the revenue from petroleum is used to meet several
government's debt obligations,
among others.

(iii) Employment Generation
The petroleum industry is capital, technology and skill intensive, hence it is not considered
labour intensive like agriculture,
trade and commerce, or manu-

facturing. However given the
multiplicity of activities from exploration to marketing, labour
requirement for the petroleum

industry including workers

in

petroleum ministry

and
parastatals could be substantial. Labour force in the industry includes executives and professionals in oil and gas companies, senior staff, junior staff,
service contractors, and parttime, day-;ob workers. Both
NNPC and oil companies provides professional and intermediate technical level training for
their workers. The petroleum
industry has produced engineers for various petroleum operations, geologists, geophysicists, top level administrators
who currently provide their services to the industry.
NNPC and companies
also provide ample employment
to people from the communities
where they operate although oc-

casionally some communities
complain of marginalisation on
the employment of their youths,
especially restive ones. To improve the quality of labour in the
petroleum industry, oil companies offer scholarships to students entering tertiary institutions to study petroleum and petrochemical engineering, geology, physics, mathematics, finance and administration and
related subjects. The preponderance of these scholarships
go to students from the areas
where the companies operate,
particularly the Niger Delta. The

Petroleum Training lnstitute
Effurun was established in 1973

and it has since trained several
technical and intermediate staff
working in NNPC and oil companies. A centre for petroleum
studies is being set up in
Kaduna for offering courses that
will enhance the knowledge of
people interested in the petroleum industry.

(iv) Foreiqn lnvestment: The
activities of multinationals in the
petroleum sector - Shell, Mobil,
Chevron, Agip, Elf, Texaco involve inflow of foreign investment in the form of expertise,
plant and equipment used in the
petroleum industry, inflow of
funds and finance for meeting
expenses. lnvestments in industrial core projects that use
petroleum as inputs - fertiliser,
aluminium, cement and steel
plants.
ln the 1970s the oil boom
affected the pattern of investment. Foreigners were falling
over each other to lend to Nigeria. According to one assessment, the oil boom allowed
the public sector to become the
prime mover of the economy
through investment of the growing oil revenue in social, physical and economic infrastructure.
These included huge and expen-

sive manufacturing projects
such as steel mills and paper
rolling mills considered by many
today as drain pines. Besides
government investment activities were largely urban based
resulting in the focus of economic activities shifting sharply
to construction, commerce and
service sectors.
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In the mid 1980s crude oil

projects suffered capacity under-utilisation due to lack of
funds for maintenance and purchase of spare parts. ln the
1990s government took some
bold steps to make the country

investment friendly. These
steps included the promulgation
of the Nigerian lnvestment Promotion Decree of 1995 and the
Foreign Exchange (Monitoring

and Miscellaneous Provisions)
Decree 17 , of 1995. ln addition
government set out to privatise
several public sector enterprises especially in the power
and petroleum sectors14.
ln the petroleum sector
there are several investment opportunities some of which have
ready attracted sig n ificant foreign investment. These include:
(a) improvement in the reserve
additions which ensures the investor (a) profit margin of $2.30
a barrel, (b) service contracts to
provide specialised services like
seismic surveys, data acquisition, processions and interpreal

tation, wire loging and core
analysis, (c) bitumen development, (d) pipeline development
for natural gas projects, (e) acquisition of rolling stock for bulk
liquefied petroleum gas transportation, (f) product fabrication
and project financing for petrochemical industry, (g) compressed natural gas cylinder
manufacturing, (h) refining, distribution and marketing of petroleum products and crude oil
transportation by Nigeria flagged
ocean going vessels now dominated by foreign vessels.

(v) Transfer of Tecbnoloqy:
The petroleum industry worldwide is technology intensive and
the use of modern computers
has made the technology cost
effective and more efficient.
This has enabled many Nigerians in the petroleum industry to
acquire skills that have enhanced their performance and
position in the petroleum industry. The NNPC undertakes all
petroleum activities from exploration to marketing and this was
made possible by training and
technology transfer available to
workers in both NNPC and oil
companies. ln the 1970s the
predominant technology in exploration and production of
crude oil was two-dimensional
seismic method. Advanced
technology in the form of three
dimension (3D) and four dimension (horizontaldrilling) has improved oil recovery and reduced
the cost of crude oil production
per barrel, resulting in increase
in returns on investment for all
the players in the petroleum industry - government, companies, NNPC, contractors, service providers, etc.

(vi) lnternational Trade: No
other sector of the economy
has brought the gains from international trade to Nigeria since
1975 more than the petroleum
industry. As shown in Table '1,
the sector accounted for 85.6 to

97.7 per cent of total value of

exports between 1975 and
1999. This means that non-petroleum exports could manage
2.3 to 14.4 per cent of total ex-

ports during the same period.
The destination of Nigeria's trade
in petroleum is principally the
United States and Western Europe which accounted for 49.3
and 20.1 per cent of the total in
199813. Nigeria's membership
and active participation in the
Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) is

due to the petroleum sector.
Nigeria accounts for 7 to 8 per
cent of total OPEC crude oil production and 3.2 per cent of total

OPEC proven crude oil reserves. lt accounts for a significant proportion of OPEC gas reserves having recently joined the
club of liquefied natural gas exporters. Nigeria has the potential to play a major role in international energy-petroleum issues, but optimal harnessing of
the potential is the question.

(vii)

Balance of Pavment: A
country's position in terms of favourable or unfavourable balance of payment determines its
strength in international trade
with any other country and with
the rest of the world. The principal contribution.of increase in
revenue from crude oil is to improve the country's balance of
payment positions.
The impact of foreign exchange proceeds from the petroleum sector is traceable to
foreign exchange that accrues
to economy vis-d-vis to oil companies. Oil companies are allowed to keep the foreign exchange earned from crude oil
and only to bring back to Nigeria
the portion necessary to pay for
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local expenses. lt was only re-

cently that non-oil exporters
were allowed to keep foreign

surplus except for the year 1998
when crude oil prices fell to as
low as $10.00 a barrel.

exchange earned from exports
and repatriate some to Nigeria
via domiciliary accounts.

"The financial arrangements between the government
and oil companies had placed
the government at a disadvantage because it appeared that
foreign exchange earnings are
not maximised"16. This statement was made as far back as
1973. lt appears to be still true
judging by the receipts coming
to Government by way of unstable petroleum profit tax, royalties
and penalty from gas flaring.
Overall, however it is the foreign
exchange earning from oil and
non-oil sectors that enhance
Nigeria's balance of payment.
Surpluses in balance of payment are associated with those
years when crude oil prices
were high and increasing. The
reverse is true of those years
when there were deficits and
low oil prices especially when
non-oil exports were not substantial.
Balance of payments is recorded in current, capital and
services accounts. Over the
years, especially in periods of
high crude oil prices, the surplus in current account of oil
sector is used to moderate the
deficit in non-oil sector. The result is a swing from balance of

PART IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLU-

government budgets and exposure of Nigeria to gains from international trade and relations.
Part V is summary and conclusion.

This study set out to ex-

RECOM MEN DATIONS
From the approach of the
study it is clear that the petro-

amine the negative and positive

leum industry has had both

impacts the petroleum sector
has had on the Nigerian

negative and positive impacts
on the Nigerian economy. Ni-

economy. The introductory part
explained the concepts - impact, petroleum, development
and economy. The concepts
provide the basis for clear grasp
of the focus of the study, which
is explained in details in the preface.
Part ll discussed the adverse impacts such as monoculture syndrome, neglect of
agriculture and solid minerals
among others, the problem of
economic development of the
Niger Delta which provides the
bulk of crude oil and gas, the
major sources of government revenue, and the marginalisation of
indigenous companies especially
in the upstream. ln the downstream major marketers compete with independent marketers
in the distribution of petroleum
products, the activity that has
been responsible for most energy crises in Nigeria. Part lll
examines the positive contributions like increase in inflow of

geria without petroleum could be
like any other country without oil

SION

payment deficit to surplus.

investment and technology,
employment and skill genera-

Available statistics since 1990
shows balance of trade was in

tion, revenue generation to meet
planned expenditures in annual

or gas, that is, import dependent. However, Nigeria with oil is
the best thing that could have
happened to Nigeria if the proceeds from the black gold were
judiciously used and invested to
develop the economy. Thus the
problem was not the wealth
brought by petroleum but the
mismanagement of the wealth.
The best recommendation
for the future is to minimise the
adverse impacts through credible policy reform and judicious
implementation of policy measures for example. the development of the Niger Delta. ln addition the positive contributions
should be maximised also
through enlightened policy reforms.
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TABLE

1

CONTRIBUTION OF CRUDE OIL SECTOR
TO KEY ECONOMIC VARIABLES 1970.1999
GROSS

DOMESTIC

VALUE OF

PRODUCT+ EXPORT

TOTAL
REVENUE

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
EARNINGS

1980

2.5
3.8
20.5
22.0

1985

15.2

85.6
87.0
96.7

1990

13.2

96.2

1995

13.07

97.6

1996

13.97

98.2

1997

14.17
'13.10"

97.7

(62.9)(60.1)
(71.5)

95.5

62.4

88.3

94.7"

64.5"

87.9"

1965
1970

1975

1

998

1999

1

5.1 0"

12.6

17.1

14.',|

18.8

26.3

20.1

77.5

86.5
88.3
92.4
77.8
72.9

81.1

74.7
79.8

81.9
88.3

Source,'NNPC, CBN Annual Reports.
Note:
Contribution of value added tax part of which came from petroleum related goods and services led
to reduction in crude oil revenue contribution.
Estimate
"
+ at 1984 factor cost.

*

TABLE 2
GOVERNMENT REVENUE SOURCES
AND CONTRIBUTION OF OIL REVENUE

970
1975

1

1980
1985
1990
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

* Reflection
" Estimate'

TOTAL REVENUE

otL

NON-OIL

(Nmn)

o/o

o/o

633.3
5,514.7
15,234.0
14,606.1
68,570.1
459,987.3
520,190.0
523,000.0
463,608.3*
540,000.7
of collapse of crude oil prices.

Source.'CBN, NNPC

26.3
77.5

73.7
22.5

81.1

18.9

74.7
79.8
62.9

25.3
20.2

60.1

39.9
28.5
37.6
35.5

71.5
62.4
64.5

37.1

